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PREFACE
The present Report contains the results of the excavation of the megalithic
site at Mangadu, District Kollam, carried out by Department of Archaeology,
Kerala during 1991. Investigations into Kerala megaliths have been conductd
over a long period from the first quarter of nineteenth century and short description of the finds from the individual sites were published in various journals and
periodicals. The earliest such attempt was made by J. Babington (1823), followed
by William Logan (1879), Alexander Rea (1911), A. H. Longhurst (1912),
L.A. Cammiade (1930), A. Aiyappan (1933), H.H. Khan (1937). Sri Vasudeva
Poduval of Department of Archaeology, Travancore State and Sri Anujan Achan,
Government Archaeologist, Cochin State, to their contributions conducted many
excavations between 1930and 1945, but these excavations were more in the nature
"Summary digging" primarily intended to collect the finds. Moreover, most of
these excavations were done before the birth of stratigraphical excavation in the
country. Intensive Survey of the megaliths in the Cochin State, by Sri V. D.
Krishnaswami, and Sri Y. D. Sharma, poineers in field-archaeology brought
to light many unknown features of these monuments.
Nevertheless, the excavation (194f)) conducted by Sri B.K. Thapar of Archaeological Survey of India, in collaboration with the Department of Archaeology,
Cochin State, at Porkalam, District Thrissur gave a clear cut chronology to the
central Kerala megaliths. Following this some attempts were made by Sri K.J.John
at Citrari, District Kannur
(1972),
Sri K. M. George M. S. University,
Baroda at Machad and Pazhayannur, District Thrissur (1974), Dr. B. Narasimhaiah of Archaeological Survey of India at Cheramangadu, District Thrissur
(1990). Yet, the number of megaliths explored in Kerala are staggeringly large,
the problem of their chronology remains far from solved. As their chronology
is associated with Iron Age, it deserves a thorough probe. It is with this
objective, the
Department
of Archaeology,
Kerala
initiated
a series
of archaeological expeditions and the present work is the first attempt in this
venture.
The excavation at Mangadu, reveals some incipient features which are not
noticed in other megalithic monuments of Kerala. Radio carbon determinations from the site have shown the Iron Age in Kerala is datable to the vicinity
of the beginning of the first millennium B.C. In fact, it is a new finding, basing
which, the chronology of megaliths of peninsular India are required to be revised.
Although, its significance was recognised by me from the beginning of the excavtion, it was not untill I discussed the details with Sri K.V.Soundara Rajan, former
Additional Director General, Archaeological Survey of India, at New Delhi,
that I realised the impact of the new discovery on the chronology of South Indian
megaliths. I am 'very much grateful to him.
In carrying out the excavation and bringing out the Report, I am indebted
to various Institutions and individuals.
It is, therefore, with great pleasure that
I record my deep debt of gratitude to all those who helped me in this venture.
Sri M. C.Joshi, Director General, Archaeological Survey ofIndia, New Delhi,
granted the necessary license to carry out the excavation. His frequent enquiries
about the progress of the work, infact, inspired me and I am very much thankful
to him.
At Mangadu, I was ably assisted by my colleagues Sarva Sri P. Sreedharan.
Field Assistant, D. Mohanan Nair, Museum Assistant, V. Madhusudanan Nair ,
Photographer, R. Viswanathan, Artist. Sri S. Hemachandran, Assistant Editor
had to do a lot oflibrary work to compile the Appendix-I.
I a~ grateful to all
of them, for their unstinted co-operation.
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Sri K. K. Ramamurthy, Archaeological Survey of India, Thiruvananthapuram, supervised the excavation work and guided my colleagues. He was very
much helpful to me to present the results in a better perspective and has also contributed a chapter on pottery. To him my thanks are due.
'
During the excavation, Dr. M. Velayudhan Nair, Director, NRLC, Lucknow,
took personal interest in chemically analysing the Iron slags for our preliminary
studies. Dr. G.S. Nair, Director, Geochemistry, Geological Survey of India,
Thiruvananthapuram, prepared the chemical analytical report on Iron slags,
after laboratory tests. Sri S. Krishnan, Scientific Officer (S.F.), Department of
Atomic Energy, Thiruvananthapuram,
was kind enough to lend the Survey
instruments for laying out the trenches. I am very much grateful to all of them.
.

Dr.G. Rajagopalan, Assistant Director, Birbal Sahni Institute ofPalaeobotany,
Lucknow, processed the carbon samples and promptly notified the dates. It is
due to his helpful co-operation, the Report is brought out in the present form. I am
very much thankful to him.
Dr. B. Narasimhaiah, Archaeological Survey of India, Madras, has kindly
lent the services of Sri. Sarangadharan
and Sri. Manickam, Draftsmen, for
preparing the pottery drawings. Sri.C. Mohana Kurup prepared the final
drawings. Sri P. G. K. Nair of Archaeological Survey of India, Thiruvananthapuram typed the manuscripts of the Report and Sri K. Vijayakumar, Publication
Officer assisted me in seeing the work through the press. To all of them I am
deeply indebted.
Dr. C. Margabandhu, Director (Excavation & Exploration), Archaeological
Survey of India, New Delhi, examined the excavated materials and provided
valuable suggestions, during his visit to Thiruvananthapuram.
His suggestions
were of immense value and I am very much grateful to him.
In this context, the voluntary services accorded by the villagers of Mangadu,
are to be remembered. Especially, during unexpected rains, their services of
covering the trench etc., were of immense help. I compliment their services and
thank them all.
Above all, a keen interest shown in the subject by Sri T. M. Jacob, Hon'ble
Minister for Cultural Affairs, Kerala, was the source of inspiration for the entire
work. I cannot express in words, my sense of gratitude to him. It is not an
exaggeration, if I say that I took up the excavation due to the persistent encouragement given by Dr. D. Babu
Paul,
Commissioner
and
Secretary,
Cultural Affairs, Kerala., It is his intense interest in research that drives us to
take up such more projects like under water Archaeological Explorations in Kerala
in the future years. I avail myself of this opportunity to express my thanks and
,grateful to him.
Sri P. Ramakrishnan Nair, Superintendent, Government Press, Thiruvananthapuram is always helpful and co-operative and deserves our compliments for
bringing out the book attractively in a short time. The excellent reproduction of
the photographs and the line drawings speaks for his personal interest. I am
very much beholden to him and to his colleagues in Government Press.

T. SATYAMURTHY,

Thiruvananthapuram,
29th May, 1992.

Director

•

of Archaefi,,?9,gJ,~~
~K.erala.,' ..
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INTRODUCTORY

Archaeological researches have been going on in Kerala for more than a
century now. Till the middle of this century it was contented that ecologically
and minerally Kerala was not suitable for the activities of the early man. Apart
from granites, there is no adequate raw material available in the region for supporting a palaeolithic or neolithic culture. The quartz which is sometimes used
for the middle and late stone age occurrence in northern part of Kerala give
scope for further archaeological explorations in Kerala. The stray discovery of
stone age tools from District Palakkad has placed Kerala on the prehistoric map
of India. Tools belonging to the middle and lower palaeolithic stage (50,000 E.C.)
were located in the river valleys of the Malampuzha and Kanhirapuzha both
being the tributories of the Bharathapuzha, the longest river of Kerala. 1
Microliths or small stone tools are reported from Chevayur near Kozhikode.f
Similar to these stray findings from Chevayur tools are traced in a more well stratified river bed near the Malampuzha Dam in recent years." They are further strengthened by the findings in Tenmala in the southern Kerala.t Made on quartz
or rock-crystal this industry may be dated to about 4000 B.G., because of its
similarity with the industries of Teri (fossilized sand dunes) in District Tirunelveli,
Tamil Nadu. The exploration in the Ponnani valley between Palakkad· and
Shoranur also yielded a microlithic industry on quartz, rock crystal and chert.P
The primitive tribes who used these stone implements were food gatherers
moving from one place to another in search of food. Significantly a few tribes
like Kadars, Uralis, Malapandarams still exist who are dependent on hunting,
fishing etc., as they did in neolithic times."
Most of the polished neolithic stone celts discovered in different parts of
Kerala are from the river valleys. It is also interesting to note that such neolithic
tools (polished celts) as are reported in the past, have been found either in situ
from the rock cut magalithic tombs or have been washed out of such rifled tombs
and have found their way to the lower streams." But the Wayanad area, being
.geographically nearer to the Karnataka plateau has yielded quartz flakes, microlithic and polished stone axes of neolithic period. Significantly, the Edakkal
cave in the vicinity of these findings has on its walls some rock carvings, presumably
oflater age.
The neolithic transformation is the stage of man's struggle for existence for
utilysing biological, botanical, environmental, zoological materials to lead a
sedentary life. It is the stage where he had selected the right type of raw material
for his tools. In the absence of geological materials other available materials
like bones etc.rwere .uscd as encountered at Burzahom near Srinagar in Kashmir.
Hence the lack of geological material alone cannot lead to a conclusion that neolithic phase of civilization was absent in Kerala. The arachaeological field work
done so far in Kerala State is mostly sporadic and most of them were accidental
findings. It was from 1940 onwards archaeologists started a systamatic survey and
that too remained with the excavation of few megalithic monuments.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sarkar, H. Monuments of Kerala (New Delhi, 1978), p. 12
Soundara Rajan K.V. Glimpses of Indian Culture, (Delhi 1980), p. 244
Rajendran, P. Pre-historic culture and Environment, (Delhi, 1989)
Indian Archaeology-A Review (IAR) 1981-82p. 27.
Sarkar H, Ibid.
Krishna Iyer, L.A. Kerala Megaliths& their builders (Madras, 1967) p. 43
Soundara Rajan, K.V. Ibid.
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MEGALITHIC

MONUMENTS

With the advent of Iron age, for the first time a uniformity of cultural activities between Kerala and the neighbouring tracts of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu
was achieved.
Megalithic remains constitute Kerala's earliest vestiges in tact
for a systamatic examination.
These are funerary monuments known as "Pandoo
coolies" probably the corruption of "Mandavarkuli", the burial pit of the dead,"
which are often associated with human skeletal remains and burial furniture.
These monuments can be classified into six main types with a wide distribution
falling with the time bracket of 1000 BiC, to 1st A.D. Besides yielding characteristic Black-and-red ware of megalithic association, some of them brought to light
Russet coated painted ware occurring in its counterparts in the adjoining area of
Coimbatore District of Tamil Nadu."
TYPES OF MEGALITHS
Kerala is credited with the distinction of evolving some types of its own. In
the whole of Kerala the geographical and physiographic features fall into three
well-defined Parallel strips, each of which contains distinctive
monuments,
the nature of the monuments being determined largely by the material available.
Thus, dolmens multiple and single are to be found in the eastern mountainous region
composed of granite gnesis and chamochite; the rock cut caves, menhirs and megaliths of the umbrella series on the laterite plains; and Urn burials with some menhirs
on the alluvial sea-board. lOA brief description of these monuments is given
below.
(1) Rock cut tombs.-In
these unique type of graves, the megalithic grave
goods have been found. They are generally encountered in the laterite zone of the
uistricts of Thrissur, Malappuram, Kozhikode,Kannur and Kasaragode.t ! The
caves have been made by scooping out a square stepped pit in the rock approached
by rock cut steps. One or more doorways were also cut in the sides of the pit each
doorway about 60 ems high to facilitate the workman to scoope a domeshaped
cave. Examples of flat roofed caves are also not: wanting.
They are normally
circular or oblong in plan. There are some examples of rectangular caves also.
Some of them have rectangular pillar of rectangular section, rising to the roof.
Most of them have rock cut benches along the sides, and occasionally there is a
central opening in the dome of the cave. The openings are generally covered with
a circular or square slab. Some of them recall the similar tombs of the Mediterranean Islands and the Middle East. Burial Urns in red ware and pyriform
Urns, pottery belonging to the Black-and-red ware class, footed jars, sarcophagus,
Iron objects like blades, hatchets, swords, bill hooks, tripod, stone heads have
been reported from these caves.! 2 They are generally classified into multi eh ambered cave, cave with' a top opening, cave with central pillar, cave without central
pillar and benched port-hole cist.! 3 Rock cut caves were discovered at Porkalam,
Eyyal, Chovvannur, Katakampal, Kandanasseri and Kakkad all in the central
Kerala.
Such types are also reported from Citrari in the Village Pattanur ' "
District Kannur. (PI. 6)

8. Srinivasan, K.R. Ancient India (AI) No. 2 (New Delhi, 1946), p.lO
9. For discussion See Gururaja Rao, B.K. Megalithic Culture in South India,(Mysore, 1972)
10. Krishna swamy, V.D. AI, No. 5 (New Delhi 1949), p. 38.
~~
11. Recently a group of rock out tombs were discovered in the viilage Pilicode,Dt. Kasargode
by Department of Archaeology, Kerala, March, 1992.
,;_.,.""\
12. Aiyappan, A, "Rock cut cave tomb of Feroke, South Malabar" QJMS, Vo!. XXIII, (1933),
pp. 373-379
13. Sharma, Y.D. AI, No. 12 (New Delhi, 1956) p. 115
"0-'''1
14. John, K.J. 'Rock cut cave tombs ofCitrari', JKS Vol. I (Trivandrum,1974). p.p. 385-89
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(2) KudaikkalsorHoodstones.- Made of dressed granite, the Kudaikl
resembles a crudely executed stone model of umbrellas of palm leaf used by the
local people. It rests directly on the ground over a burial pit enclosing an Urn.
Porkalam and Cheramangadu are the important sites where hood-stones are found.
A variant of this is multiple topikal . (multiple hood stones) consisting of a big
circle oflaterite stones varying from 5 to 12 and all tend to converge towards the
top and do not join up and without any capstone placed over it (PIs. 1,2).
(3) Topikals or Hat stones:-It consists of a circular laterite stone with a
domical profile resting on four quadrantal clinostatic stones joining up together
over which a capstone is placed. Such types are encountered in Ariyannur and
Cheramangadu, District Thrissur (PI. 3).
(4) Dolmenoidcists:-These are burial chambers constructed with four
slabs forming orthostats and the fifth used as capstone. The entire chamber is
enclosed on the surface by a stone circule. There are cases where one circle
encloses a number of dolmens.
There are specimens where the laterite is
scooped out in qudrangle to form the stone walls. The orientation of these dolmens
is invariably east-west. Such dolmens are reported from Varandarapalli in the
Pallappilli reserve forest at Tiarikulam and Ranni reserve forest. Dolmens with
port hole of-erring is reported from near Adirapalli falls of Chalakudi river and
Puliyur, District Alappuzha, 15 which had yielded Gold ear ornaments(Pls. 4, 29
and 30).
(5) Urn burials.-This type has a wide distribution all over peninsular
India. A pit is sunk to lodge the Urn containing ashes, bone remains and associated grave furnishings. It is generally covered with capstone and enclosed by
stone circle. There are instances where capstone was not used to cover the burial
pit. However, in Kerala such a burial pit was dug till the laterite bed rock was
reached and then the Urns were kept on the laterite bed with grave assemblages
and then the pit was covered. This is enclosed by laterite stone circles. Urn
burials associated with Russet coated painted ware have been reported from
different parts of Kerala. The burial site at Mangadu, District Kollam is the
Urn burial site systamatically excavated during 1991 by the Department of
Archaeology, Kerala (PI. 5).
(6) Menhirs.-They are monolithic wide laterite or granite slabs planted
as a memorial stone. They mayor may not have burial associates. Mnehirs at
Devikulam revealed a burial Urn underneath with pottery and iron objects placed
inside it, but the menhirs at Cheramangadu District Thrissur had not revealed
any such assemblage. (PI. 7).

15.

Excavated
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by Department of Archaeology, Kerala, 1991-92.

2.

SCOPE OF THE WORK

Megalithic by and large, comprise of ritualistic monuments built of huge
stones and are primarily sepulchral or religious. They are also found in large
number in several countries of Europe, Africa and South-East Asia. Their history
goes back to neolithic times and the earliest of them located in Palestine and
other areas of the Mediterranean are dated between 3000 and 2000 B.C. They
are of different shapes are sizes, all of them, however could not have originated
from a single place. In India, some of the types encountered in Kerala have
no exact parallel anywhere else in the world. They are Topikal, Kudaikal and
multiple hood stones. They could have evolved from the local structures' like
huts or even the umbrellas.
The megaliths true to their sense in India are largely concentrated in regions
south of Vindyas. They are generally marked by the basic uniformity in culturecomplex represented in Black-and-red ware pots and iron tools and weapons
of characteristic shapes. It may, however, be pointed out that within this overall uniformity of the cultural traits there are significant regionl variations. This
indicates that this culture had to adopt local variations wherever necessary.
Thus, the Coimbatore megaliths are marked by the presence of Russet coated
white painted red pots more than by the Black-and-red ware. Similarly, the
Nagpur megaliths are marked by their micacious red ware than by Black-andred ware. Further the megaliths and Black-and-red ware have had no incipient co-existence in India-".
Recent studies of these assemblages has established
that the Black-and-red ware has nothing to do with the megalithic culture>".
Further it has recently been very well demonstrated in repeated laboratory
tests that the technique of producing Black-and-red ware is not a single technique
of inverted firing as it is often assumed, rather it involves at least three different
techniques+". The megalithic monuments in India contain fractional bones
of post-exposure nature collectively of more than one person. But there are
instances where single and double extended burials have been noticed in many
sites. Thus within the country itself they would divide into many first arrival
zones later resulting in contact zones of hybridisation and diffusionary zones of
transmutation 19. This leads us to the principle of hy bridisation of the megalithic types crossing or fusing with the non-megalithic types of an earlier origin.
This incidently determines the relative chronology of the monuments which
passed through three distinct stages oiz., the stage of struggle, the stage of adoption
and the stage of nativation.
The above observation is on the presumption that the real megalithic inspiration should have come from the West.
But it appears that it came both
through the western cost of India and the north-western passes. It is very
significant that by 1000 B.C. most of the major megalithic types that we see in
India had already been in practice in countries west of our land. In India
they are dated to 800 B.C. to 100 A.D.
Secondly, the introduction of Iron metallurgy in the north and south India
during the megalithic period is a significant factor.
Typologically the north
Indian specimens and south Indian specimens are different and hence one can
conclude that the iron metallurgy came to south India independent of the source
which introduced it in North India. It is important to note that in North India
16.
17,
18.
19.

Soundara Rajan K V. Ibid, p.p. 97-110.
Narasimhaiah, B, Neolithic and Megalithic cultures if Tamil Nadu, (Delhi, 1980), P. 205.
Mazumdar, G. G. 'The Problem of Black-and-red ware'Memoir No.3 Banaras Hindu
University, (Banaras), p. 92.
Soundara Rajan, K. V. lbid p. 103.
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the knowledge of iron metallurgy was introduced by the Swat valley grave (Type
site) and if those did not bring this knowledge to South India, then who introduced iron metallurgy in South India,. As they are absent in the earlier period
(neolithic-chalcolithic) postulating any theory of local innovation is difficult.
Further, there are not many evidences to establish many independent centres of
origin of iron metallurgy" o. It is significant to remember that with the coming
of iron, entirely new culture complexes appear on the scene 'both in north and
south. If the knowledge of metallurgy was not spread from North then what
was the route that it spread deep into the peninsular India. Obviously it could
have gone into the peninsular India from the coastal tract sites only.
The Ker~la region, being -situated in the south-western coastal strip of
India, has yielded unique type of dolmens with no exact parallel anywhere else
in the world. Similarly the rock-cut cave tombs encountered here have no
analogous monument in anywhere in India and 'comparable with their European
and Mediterranean
counterparts only. Further, it has some unique megalithic
monuments like topikals, kudaikals resembling the proto-architecture of the
locals.
However, the archaeological research in the past especially in Kerala had
not provided sufficient evidences to establish the possibility of such culture or
iron metallurgy was first nurtured
here, having itntroduced from Asia or
Europe through marine routes. The archaeological excavations and explorations
done so far are tabulated in Appendix-I and are mostly chance discoveries and
there are very few excavations where the stratigraphy and eo-relations were
systamatically recorded. In the absence of authentic well recorded archeological materials in Kerala, Archaeologists naturally tempt to trace the origin of
builders of these monuments by the comparsion of these materials with the well
stratified materials eslewhere. Further, it is quite natural to compare the less
number of materials available in one area with the large number of discoveries
made in other areas. Hence, it has been concluded by comparitive studies that
megalithism could have reached Kerala soil either through Coimbatore region
or through Tirunelveli I egion of Tamil Nadu 2 1. A Survey of various regions
in South India revealed that the monuments of each zone, although belonging to
a common megalithic complex, as attested by their sepulchral nature and use
of iron, differed considerably from each other in structural details and type.
With the objective of finding out the exact nature of these monuments a systamatic excavation was done at Porkalam and thatwas followed at Cheramangadu
both in District Thrissur.
However, the problem of identifying the three stages of megalithism oie., the
stage of struggle, the stage of adoption and the stage of nativation could not be
made in the absence of more systamatic excavations. The spade of Archaeologists
worked only in high ranges and pluvial plateu of Kerala region. Hence, it has
been decided to probe into a site nearer to the western coast and the choice fell
at Mangadu, District Kollam, Kerala. The site is also very nearer to Ashtamudi
lake one of the biggest estuarine lakes of Kerala.
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3.

SUMMARY

OF THE

RESULTS

The Urn burials at Mangadu have several distinctive features. The three
stone circles indicating three separate megaliths, intersect with each other
almost at a centre point. The laterite blocks forming the stone circles are not of
uniform in size, but most of them are dimunitive in form. In Meg I, the removal
of these blocks at a later stage could be noticed in the section facing east, but
in the cases of Meg Il and Meg III the picture is not so clear. A diminutive stone
circle, in an ill-preserved and discontinuous form is found elsewhere in Kerala
Urn burial sites 22.
Urn burial sites without stone circle appendage is common
in south India, as envisaged at Amrithamangalam, District Chengalpet, Tamil
Nadu 113, Maski 24, and Yalleswaram in Andhra Pradesh 25.
It is however,
certain that it was once a widespread custom and ancient literature and tradition have recorded many such practices of Urn fields and megalithic burials 96.
Such Urn burials were also reported from Malabar 27 and Wayanad 28. A comprehensive list of such monuments indicating Urn burials explored and exposed
in Kerala is given in the Appendix 29.
Even the Kudaikal type of megalith is
generally classified in the category of Urn burials.
Similarly, evidences of megalithic Urn fields without the cap stone over the
Urn are not wanting, as at Amrithamangalam.
However, the pitcture in other
Urn burial sites of Kerala is not so clearly reported as most of them were opened,
long before the birth of stratigraphical excavation in the country.
Like the Porkalam type, the Urn burials at Mangadu revealed the evidences
of post-cremation
fragmentary burials. As much as 10 samples of charcoal
could be collected from the Urns, but the bone pieces encountered were very
few and were in disintegrated form 30.
With this, it can be concluded more
authentically that the Urns contained post-cremation fragmentary bones only
and the evidences of post-excarnation bones are wanting here.
The surface observations made during the exploration at Mangadu were
not much corroborated by the excavation. The three stone circles identified were
observed to have three separate Urn burial groups, but the excavation revealed
12 group of such Urns lying within the circles without forming any alignment
to the stone circles. Evidences of Urns placed below the laterite stone block,
probably after uprooting some of them are also there, as in the case Meg In. The
notable feature of the site is that all the relics were sealed by Layer '2 which
fecilitates us to conclude that the Urns were kept upto a particular' period and
then sealed by closing the trench with gravelling compact earth.
No uniform pattern of disposing the megalithic relics was observed in these
Urns. Neither the big Urns invariably contained the relics or iron implements.
Thus, in Meg I in Urn 2, the central Urn was kept without any filling while
the associated furnishings contained bone pieces. It also yielded one of the
best assemblages of miniature potteries including a stemmed cup, a variety not
reported to in Kerala megalithics. Urns 6 and 10 were with less assemblages,
the latter rather without any assemblage, but contained charcoal of about 100
gms each. Interestingly both of them were without any lid and C-14 dating of
these samples had taken back the dates of the relics to 2850 years before present
see eh. 8).
22.
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Similarly Urn 4, in megalithic H was not containing human remains, but
contained two iron implements placed inside the Urn and one large wedge placed
just below the Urn. Urn 4-A seems to be interred at a different time as indicated
by a separate pit line. Incidently this contained the etched carnelian beads. In the
case of Urn 7, no relics were encountered in the main Urn, but the medium
sized pot, the funerary furnishing of 7 contained charcoal material. Urn 8 and
its assemblages have not contained both disintegrated bone pieces and charcoal
and the assemblages were left empty. .Similarly the only Urn 11 excavated in
Megalithic IH contained no human relics.
Only one of the Urns excavated belonged to the stone cricle of Meg H.
Urn 12 is perfectly in alignment with the stone circle of Meg H. It was also
in the lowest level and placed over the laterite bed. There was hardly 15 ems
deposit over this, above which other Urns in the circle were subsequently placed.
This is very distinctive feature which has not so far been reported from any other
sites in peninsular India. This Urn and its associated grave furnishings were
found to be hand made red ware and two iron objects of relatively primitive
types are significant findings.
Excavation also showed that there were Urns without lids, with conicrl
lids and with vases used as lids (see ch. 6). Cases of main Urns without lids ana
the assemblages of medium pots with lids are not wanting. One striking featurd
of the main jars is that all of them are distinguished by a beaded thumb-tip or
nail impression designs in applique on the part just below the shoulder or immediately above the belley. It varies from single row to four rows and are with
two conical knobs affixed at the two ends, but not a single pattern was followed,
as evidenced in patterns like girdle-pattern, bracket pattern etc.
The iron objects found in the megaliths are mostly agricultural implements
like blades, wedges and cuting knife. The discovery of iron slags with in the
trench associated with the Urns is very important, as while the presence of
actual objects may be held as the result of importation from elsewhere, the slags
suggest local manufacture 3 1.
Thus the authors of Mangadu megaliths had
undoubtedly the lmowledge of metallurgy. The very primitve types of these implements further indicate that they were mainly agriculturists. The absence of
horse. bits and weapons used for war, further indicates that the builders of these
megalithics lived at a stage of neolithic-megalithic transition period. This is
further corraborated by C-14 dating (see ch. 8). The location of the site very
near the Ashtamudi Lake and the exploration of many such sites in large number,
surrounding this area further authenticate that the overlooking low-lying arable
lands attracted the inhabitants.
However, it has not been possible to trace
any habitation nearby of the people who have left these megalithic relics. Even
so, it is farily clear that the megalithic folks were mainly agricultural people, who
depended upon such land for their labour. This feature postulates the solicitude
of Mangadu megalithians for the inviolate nature of the prosperity-bestowing
agricultural lands.
It is evident from the foregoing that the Urn burials at Mangadu can
widely be classified as Urn burial with stone circle, but the evidence of using the
circle subsequently for more Urns is a bit of new source of information. The
stone circle errected for one Urn initially was continuously used for accornodating more Urns, finally the monument was filled Ep.
The absence of typical pyriform-jars
as encountered in other mezalithic
Urn burial sites of Kerala drives us to conclude that the Mangadu Urns ~re primitive and may be datable at least by a few centuries earlier than other such
sites in Kerala. The burial jars of Mangadu is comparable with the jars of burial
No. 3 of Hallux. The jars used at Hal1ur were large storage jars with a crude
31.
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applique decoration depicting a rope or chain pattern; two small knobs conical
in shape were affixed. They are also comparable to the findings at Tekkalakota.
The dating of this phase at Hallur to circa E.C. 1000 is significant in this context 3 2.
The absence of three or four footed potteries as generally attested in other
megalithic burials in Kerala adds strength to our conclusion that the Mangadu
Urns fore-run many of their counterparts in the region. Further, the other
popular shapes of megalithic potteries like elongated vase with carinated
shoulder and long tapering body are not encountered here. The presence of
miniature stemmed cup has no analogous comparable shapes found in any
other megaliths of Kerala, and is almost nearer to the shape reported from
Baluchisthan.
The excavation at Mangadu have now definitely proved the repeated
use of this tomb for quite a long span of time. Urn 12 in the Meg II with its
appendage should have been interred at a period earlier than other Urns in the
circle and again Urn 4A, could have been placed more recently. The repeated
use of this monument has been further authenticated by the more crude iron
implements associated with the Urn 12, while other Urns with comparatively
profused iron implements speak of a different stage of mining and smelting. The
carbon samples from Urns 6 and 10 had fixed the date of the Urns to in the neighbourhood of 900 E.C. However, the etched carnelian beads in Jar 4A, is
comparable with the Porkalam counterparts, where the date is roughly authenticated to 2nd E.C cent. to 1st A.D. Thus, the monument should have been in
use for about a period of 900 years.
As in India repeated use of the tomb is seldom observed 33, this new observation makes us to recall the megalithic tombs of the West. Gordon Childe has
pointed out that the sepulchral function as one of the attributes of megalithic
monumentsv=.
In this context his observation that collective burial was a
distinctive trait of the megalithic complex would, strictly speaking, exclude the
Indian megalithic tombs from the category of megaliths, as they do not contain
the large number (forty or fifty) of skeletons found entombed in the western megaliths, which served as vaults for families or clans and used repeatedly for successive
burials+",
There is no evidence of a repeated use of the tombs either at Brahmagiri or Maski or Sanur, or at any other site so far explored in Kerala. Generally
there was a time lag between the erection of the tomb and the actual interment
so that as many as could be
accommodated at a single
ceremony
were interred at a time and the burial sealed once for all" 6.
Yet, the evidences at Mangadu enumerate that the tradition of repeated
use of the tombs existed in the Urn burials of Kerala atleast in the initial stage of
introduction of these monuments, if not continued later. Thus, we can authentically summarise that the findings in Mangadu record a transition phase or
stage of adoptation of megalithic-grave in the western coast.
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4.

CHRONOLOGY

The time span of megaliths in peninsular India still remains an unsolved problem.
This is mote applicable to the sites in Kerala, wherein different types of
megalithic monuments, some comparable with the types out side Kerala and more
types that have arisen independently 37 are explored. There is in fact no means
of ascertaining their date unless each type of monument in different regions is
excavated and correlated if possible with a corresponding town 'lite 38. However, in the absence of any such habitational site the dating is to be restricted to
the burial remains only.
In recent years much field work has been done to arrive a plausible time range
of the megaliths especi.ally in Tamil Nadu, utilising the ceramic evidence C01Telated by stratigraphy, coins, and the Radio-carbon dates. The dates obtained
record the earlier level in these monuments as 4th - 3rd century B. C. (Ceramic
evidence supported by Stratigraphy), 3rd century B. C. (Numismatic evidence)
and the 7th century B.C. (C-14 dating) 39. Yet we have to remember that there
are indications of much earlier date for introduction of megaliths in South India
than has so far been conceded 40.
The only other site in Kerala as discussed elsewhere, where the dating was
done on comparitive chronology on the basis of systamatic excavation is at Porkalam, District Thrissur. On the basis of occurrence of etched Carnelian beads
in the Urns that are comparable with Brahmagiri and other sites, the Urn burial
at Porkalam belong to a period ranging from circa third century B. C. to
first century A.D. 41.
Although the majority of the relics excavated at Mangadu differ from Porkalam materials, the etched Carnelian beads encountered in jar 4-A, recall the
etched beads occurred at Porkalam, notably Bead Nos. 2, 5 and 8 of Porkalam
are closely parallel with Nos. 3, 7 and 19 of the beads encountered at Mangadu.
The upper limit of the Urn burials at Mangadu therefore seems to belong to a
period ranging from third century B.C. to first century A.D. as the jar 4-A interred
the monument at the latest period. This is further corraborated by the evidence of
grey-ware sprinklers discovered in layer 2 sealing the interments, which are datable
to early historical period.
There is hardly any doubt that other Urns interred the monuments earlier
than the Urn 4-A, because of the stratigraphical evidences, as the latter is the only
jar found placed over hanging the Urn 4 and inside a separate pit.
It is strikingly different from.other Urns and jars which are placed on the laterite bed only.
The fabric and shapes of the Urn jars and the associated potteries attest a date
very earlier than the megaliths excavated so far (see ch.6). The simplicity ofform
here records the incipient stage with equal force.
Carbon samples from Urn Nos.6 and 10 have been sent to the Birbal Sahni
Institute of Pal eobotanical Researches, Lucknow, for radio-carbon determinations.
The dates available are 2890::t::70 and 2850-+ 90 YBP respectively. This is further
corraborated by the comparative chronology. As already described these Urns
.are similar to burial No. 3 of Hallur period 2, dated to circa B.C. 1100-80032.
37.
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It is therefore postulated that the Urns except 4-A and 12 are datable to circa B.C.
900. Nevertheless, the Urn 12 furnishes the actual date of the monument as it is
the only Urn found in the lower-most level and is related to the stone circle of
Megalithic n. To arrive at a plausible time range for this Urn, it is necessary
to push back the date to another 100 years. This is corraborated by the iron
implements found associated with Urn 12, which are more primitive.
Hence
a date in the neighbourhood of 1000 B.C. is dearly established. As the trend of
the expansion of megaliths has been observed to have been northwards from the
south or south west 43, the Mangadu relics, lying in the south west corner of peninsular India should naturally be the earliest 'first arrival' zone of megalithic
graves. This is strengthened by further observation that during the first millennium
B. C. India received them as influences by dint of maritime contacts with the
Middle East 44
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5.

DESCRIPTION

A.

OF THE MONUMENTS

The site and its Environs

The site at Mangadu (8<J54'40" N. Lat and 76<J 37' 20 "E. Long)
is situated 8 Kms. north-east of Kollam town in Kilikkollur village of
Kollam Taluk. The site is just 5 mtr MSL and 300 mtr south of Ashtamudi
Lake.
The site is located on a low slopping laterite formation.
Geologically, the entire Kollam District has tertiary formations representing fossiliferous Miocene beds, overlaid by current bedded sands and varigated shales.
They are covered by a thickness of laterite; limestones and clays are also exposed
here and there. The laterite in Mangadu area is dark brown and hard in the
top level but light brown and soft as it goes down in the lower stratigraphy.
A few laterite out crops were found just 200 mtrs away from the site. Topographically the area is composed of low lying valley surrounded by slopping
laterite plains. The valley is now a paddy field, probably the extension of back
waters in ancient times. The low slopping laterite plains are cultivated with
coconut, arecanut and the higher slopes with cashewnut trees.
The site is located very near a Madan Kavu, a small traditional temple
belonging to the local Nair families. Daily, oil lamp is lit near the site and
annually a festival is conducted when the diety from the local temple is taken
in procession and some rituals are conducted. The rituals are more oriented
towards the tribal customs of Kerala.
Besides Managadu many megalithic monuments in the banks of Ashtamudi
Lake have been discovered as at Kadavur, Pavithresvaram, Peruman, Panayam
village, and Perinadu. A little away at a 30 Kms. distance a unique dolemenoid
cist was encountered at Puliyur village (see Appendix I). Tenmalai which has
yielded microlithic tools is at a distance of 50Kms. from the site.
Mangadu may be the corrupt form of Tamil Ema-kadu, ema meaning funeral
and kadu denoting sudu kadu or Edukadu.
It denotes something significant about
the burial of a ancient habitational site, the remains of which could not be traced.

B.

Description of the site (Fig-I)

The site at Mangadu was found to be much disturbed because of the
growth of cashewnut trees and other wild vegitations over the site (PIs. 8 and 9).
The roots of these trees had peeped so deep into the site that the Urn burials
below were virtually broken. Due to percolation of rain water the contents were
also much affected.
The cultural equipment of the Urn burial site at Mangadu belongs without
any doubt, to the megalithic order of South Idia, but the monument is different
in many respects with its counterparts in other places. The Urn burial is one of
the simplest ofthe megalithic monuments. First, a circle was demarcated on the
surface with dressed or uneven blocks of stones.
In the centre, a pit of convenient size., depending upon the diametre of the Urn was scooped with a rough
.stepping on one side. In many cases the lower portion of the pit was made conical
to hold firmly the Urn, normally pyri-form in shape. Generally the funeral
furnishings were placed within the Urn and over lying the Urn also. The
monument is generally sealed with cap stone..
Instances of
monuments
without capstones are not wanting as at Adichanallur, District Tirunelveli
-21/1958/MC.-(a)
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The megalithic monumnets at Mangadu consisted of 28 hard compact
and unhewn laterite blocks within a area of approximately
10xlO metrs. The
laterite blocks could have been cut from the outcrops in the vicinity of the site. The
stone blocks roughly form three circles of 3.5 metres (Meg. I) 4.75 mtrs (Meg II)
5 meters.
(Meg. HI) diametres respectively. The stone blocks in each
stone circles are highly varying and in a slanting position towards inward.
Few
of them have fallen out of the circle and some of them are missing which can be
noticed in the sectior, (Pl.Ll ). These circles almost intersect at the centre
probably denoting the necessity of erecting many group of monuments in a
particular place of importance.
To cover all the circles a square trench of 10 X
lO metrs. was excavated with the circles touching the north-South, east-westbalks.

C.

The Excavation

The excavation revealed a deposit of humus varying from 10 ems to
20 ems.
The humus is 20 ems in the northern side of the site and
reduces to 10 ems, as it slopes down to the south. All the Urns were found
to be sealed by layer two consisting of compact gravelling and brownish soil.
Significant findings in layer 2 include two teracotta fragmentary sprinklers of
grey ware. In the corner of the Meg H, just near the laterite block a separate
pit line was observed. This pit contained a small burial jar 4-A. The contents
of the jar include etched carnelian beads.
Unlike their counterparts, which generally have a central cylindrical pit with
a single burial Urn at the centre, the picture in Mangadu is different. Urn
burials were noticed in a common pit sealed by layer 2. As much as 12
group of Urn burials with associated funeral furnishings were excavated in
three different levels. One common feature of the site is that the excavation
was carried out by these megalithic builders by digging a common pit to reach
the natural laterite bed. On this laterite bed the burial jars were kept with
funeral furnishings. Some burial jars were found below the laterite blocks forming the circles also. As the pit was very wide no rough step on shallow ramp
could be noticed.
The most significant finding from the pit is the occurrance of iron slags.
(Pl.I0). As much as 120 slags could be collected during the entire excavation.
The percentage of iron in these slags varies from 18.8 % to 66.5 % (see Appendix
IV). Excavation up to the depth 1.15 metres exposed 11 urns with associated
funeral furnsihings. All these Urns were placed in the laterite bed without.
any capstone. All these 11 group of Urns seems to be placed without any align.
ment to the stone cirles (PIs. 12&13).
The excavation upto the depth of 1.15 metres revealed three Urns in Meg. r
seven Urns and associated materials in Meg. H and one Urn is in Meg. II
All these Urns were found placed in the laterite bed except Urn 4-A, which is,
found to be placed in a separate pit just above Urn 4.
In Meg II, the pit was dug deep in conical section in laterite rock to a.
further depth of 1.15 mtr. (2.25 mtr from the surface). By further excavation
in this circle another Urn with a conical lid was exposed. The top of the lid was;
found to be just 15 ems below the bottom of the Urn jar (Fig-I, jar -4). Thus,
this Urn (Meg H, Urn 12) was placed at a depth of 1.15 mtr from the surface.
One medium sized jar was found lying towards the south of this Urn.
A long cutting knife and a wedge were lying towards the eastern side of the:
Urn 12. The most significant feature of Urn 12 is that it is exactly at the centre
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-of the circle (Meg II). This Urn is found to be hand made red-ware with globular body and truncated
base, while the associated pottery is a slow wheel
made with globular body and out turned rim.
A shortdescription

of the Urns and associated findings are desc~ibed below.
MEGALITH-I

Urn I.-It was encountered at a depth of 21 ems from the surface (PI 14).
It is a hand made dull-red-ware found without a lid. It is distinguished by
four rows of beaded nail-impression design in applique just below the shoulder.
Inside the pottery there was no filling, the subsequent filling upto the rim must
have gone when the pit was filled at a later stage. No remain was found inside
the Urn.
Towards the western side of the Urn one rimless medium sized red
ware pot was found. A vase of black-and-red was found kept towards the
northern side of the Urn.
Urn-2 :-Discovered at a depth of 25 ems from the surface, Urn 2 is a dull-red
ware jar with round collared rim. wide mothed (60cms dia) and 45 ems high.
It is distinguished by two rows of nail-marks design in applique just above the
belly. Originally there was no filling as no remains could be encountered inside.
Three number of medium sized pots with grave furnishings were recovered
all around it, lying at the bottom level of the Urn (PI. 15). Towards the western
side, a medium sized red-ware jar was found (Fig 1, pot 2A). Inside the pot a
Black-and-red ware bowl was encountered.
Disintegrated bone pieces were also
collected from this pot. Towards the eastern side of this pot another rimless
miniature pot of black-and-red ware was discovered.
Towards the eastern side of the Urn, one more medium sized red-ware jar
was lying in a much disturbed condition (Fig 1, pot 2B).
It is with a outturned rim. As the deposits in the trench were much disturbed the shape of the
body of this pot could not be conjectured.
Disintegrated bone pieces and 10
unetched carnelian beads were the significant findings from inside this pot. One
rimless miniature pot, one miniature pot with thin out-turned rim, and broken
fragment of bottom of another miniature pot, all Black-and-red ware, were lying
around this pot. An . iron object of indeterminate use was also encountered near
the pot.
One more medium sized red ware pot was found towards the southern side
of the Urn 2 (Fig 1, pot 2C). It was covered with a flat bottomed Blak-and-red
ware basin used as lid. The furnishings around this pot included a miniature
stemmed cup, a miniature bowl, a bowl, two miniature pots, all made of Blackand-red ware. An iron object of indeterminate use was lying outside this jar.
l\1EGALITH-II

Urn 3.(Pl.16) :-Exposed in Meg II, this Urn was found placed in the
laterite bed at a depth of 1 mtr from the surface. It is a dull-red ware, wide
mouthed jar (70 ems dia) with a round base and was covered with a conical
lid of Black-and-red ware. Immediately above the belly it is distinguished by
four rows of beaded nail-impression design in applique (Fig. 2, P1.25)
There
was no filling inside and the subsequent filling amounting to half of the jar must
have percolated through the broken lid affected by the roots of the trees. No
remains were found inside the Urn. Towards the northern side of the Urn
a medium sized dull-red ware pot was lying covered with a lid of Black-and-red
ware. This associated pot was found placed above the bottom level of the Urn
but over the laterite bed which contained charcoal pieces.
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Urn 4 (PI.I7) .-A dull-red-ware jar of globular profile in Meg II was lying
just below the laterite block of the stone circle. It was covered with a flat bottomed Black-and-red ware basin used as alid.
It was also without filling and subsequent filling found upto 30 ems inside is due to the percolation through the
damaged body of the jar. Three iron objects were encountered inside the jar
and one more iron wedge was found lying just below the jar. It is distinguished
by 3 rows of beaded nail-impression design in applique immediately above the
belly.
In a separate pit, just above this Urn a medium sized red ware pot was lying
which had yielded 20 numbers of etched carnelian beads.
The significant
feature of this pot was that it is the only pot that was found kept not on the
Iaterite bed and could have interred the monument at a later stage

Urn 5.-The dull-red ware jar of globular profile was covered with a
damaged conical Black-and-red
ware lid. It is distinguished by four rows of
beaded nail-impression design in applique over the shoulder of the Urn (P1.24).
The Urn was not filled up and one iron object was recovered at the bottom of
the Urn.
A medium sized red ware jar was lying towards the eastern side of Urn 5
which was covered with two lids one over the other, and both of them are Blackand-red wares of medium fabric.

Urn 6 (PI. 18) :-Exposed in Meg II, Urn 6 is red ware with out-turned
rim with moulded edge and without a lid.
It is distinguished by double row
of beaded thumb-tip design in applique just below the shoulder. The Urn
contained charcoal mixed with the filled up pit materials.
Urn 6:-was associated with three sets of grave furnishings, a bowl kept within
another bowl over a vase towards the western side. All of them are Black-andred wares. An iron object was lying below the vase.

Urn 7.-This dull-red ware in Meg IIjar was without a lid and is distinguished by- a double row of nail-impression design in applique just immediately
below the shoulder.
It was associated with a medium sized jar lying towards
the north of the Urn which contained charcoal pieces. An iron of indeterminate
use was also recovered outside the Urn.
Urn 8 :-This Urn of redware in Meg II was worst affected jar crushed owing
to its poor fabric and firing and interred the tomb in the gap of displaced laterite
blocks forming the circle of Meg H. A conical lid of Black-and-red ware covered
this Urn. It is distinguished by four rows of beaded nail impression design on
the body. The associated furnishings include two medium sized jars of red ware,
one covered with Black-and-red ware vase used as lid and another without a lid.
The Jars probably were not filled up, but subsequently filled rather fully, which
could have been percolated through the damaged lids. No other material was
found inside this Urn or in the associated furnishings.
A significant finding in this group is an iron sickle lying towards the western
side of this Urn at the bottom level.

Urn 9:-Placed in between Urn8 and Urn 5in Meg H, Urn 9isa dull-red ware
jar covered with a conical Black-red-and ware lid. It is distinguished by double
row of beaded finger-tip design in applique just above the belly. Disintegrated
bone pieces and charcoal pieces were recovered from inside the Urn. A medium
sized red-ware pot was found lying towards the north en side of the jar.
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Urn 10 (Pl 19):- It is dull-red ware jar of thick out-turned rim, with globular body tapering to a truncated flat base. No lid was found and this is the
only Urn without any associated furnishings encountered in the entire excavation.
It is distinguished by a double row of beaded finger-tip design applique below the
shoulder (PI. 23). Pieces of charcoal were recovered from inside the Urn.
Urn 12 (Pls. 21, 22) and (Fig. 4) :-Located at a depth of 1.05 mtr. from the
surface, Urn 12 is the only Urn, which had perfect alignment with the megalithic
stone circle Meg II. Placed just at the centre of the Meg II circle, this is also,
the only Urn found in the lower most level in the excavation. A jar of red ware
with thick out-turned rim, with wide mouth and globular in profile was covered
with a Black-and-red ware lid. It is distinguished by a single thumb-impression
design in applique immediately below the shoulder. There was no filling inside
the Urn. Two i.ron objects, one wedge another big cutting knife were lying
towards the eastern side of the Urn.
A medium size red ware jar of globular profile and narrow mouth was found
lying towards the southern side of the Urn.
MEGALITH-Ill

Urn 11 (Pl. 20) :-This was in a sense only one Urn encountered in Meg Ill.
The notable feature of this Meg III is that the laterite bed rock is sloppy from the
north to south and no Urn could be placed in the northern part and hence through
the southern slope, this Urn interred the tomb. It was without a lid and is distinguished by a single thumb-tip design in applique immediately below the shoulder.
A amll pot of red ware with thin out-turned rim was lying near the Urn.

6.

POTTERY

K. K. Ramamurthy, Dy. Suptdg, Archaeologist, A.S.!.

Thiruvananthapuram

The pottery at Mangadu can be classified into three categories viz, the huge
Urns, the medium sized jars and the associated pottery. The Urns and the jars
are hand made and red ware pottery. The associated grave goods are of wheel
made pottery and the fabric is Black-and-red and red-wares.
The Urns are large in size ranging 70-90 ems. in height and 40-70 cms. in
diameter. Within a limited area of operation the site had yielded twelve Urns.
They are having globular body, truncated or round base. They are made of well
lavigated clay, burnished surface and the core is brown indicating they were fired
at a low temperature.
At some times the Urns are covered with Black-and-red
ware conical lid with flat at the top and devoid of any ring-terminal at the top of
the lid.
The interesting feature of the Urns are the designs applied on the shoulder
and body portions. There are quite a number of designs such a thumb impressions,
nail marks, and loop designs ranging single -to four lines. Most of the potteries
are without any grave goods and skeletal remains. However, charcoal and disintegrated bones could be recovered from the Urns. Another noteworthy, feature
is the association of iron implements either kept inside the pottery or lying nearer
to the bottom of the jars.
Medium sized jars total nineeten are also recovered from the excavation.
They are all made of redware, with 'crackle' surface, possibly made on slow wheel
turned, not of good quality clay, ill fired and the core shows air holes. In one of
the jars, there encountered a small Black-and-red ware bowl, and the remaining
pots contained ashes and disintegrated bones. It is of the opinion that these
medium pots might have been used for infant burials as well as for domestic purposes. The occurrence of a large number of this variety of pottery may as well
indicate, the influence of in coming megalithic tradition over the already. existing
Neolithic-chalcolithic culture.
The major portion of the pottery collection from the site includes the typical
megalithic Black-and-red ware. They were produced in the method popularly
known as "inverted firing technique", under reduced oxidised condition in the
kiln. They are all wheel turned and made of well lavigated clay. They also
indicate the burnish surface. The crackling surface of the pottery may be due to
salt glazing. The core shows airholes at places and used to contain a small amount
of gravel or other ingrediants, which were used as tempering materials.
The shapes in Black-and-red ware include the common shallow, deep bowls,
miniature pot, dishes, vases and the unique short stemmed cup (wine cup model).
Many megalithic burial sites have been excavated in Kerala, and the salient
features of the burials are enumerated hereunder,so that a comparison of the grave
goods with the excavated site at Mangadu could be made possible. The Urn
burial site at Wayanad (near Sultan Battery), different types of Urns have been
unearthed.
They are all red ware with weathered surface. Black-and-red,
black and red ware potteries were also reported. In black ware a small cup with
inturned side, with flat base and the saucers were collected. At Kandatham
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Vayil, the collection of bowls and Iota like in Black-and-red ware, a gourd shaped
vase in Black ware are noteworthy.
In the region between Kozhikode to
Vytiri, deep bowls, hemispherical bowls in Black-and-red ware and polished
red ware bowls have been collected. At Perungalam (Malabar), the typical four
legged jars in red ware bowls and ring stand in balck ware have come to light
through excavation. The site at Ch alil Kurinyoli near Kozhikode, had yielded
four legged jars with carinated shoulder and narrow neck, globular vase (Urn
type), shallow dishes, lid-cum-vase ring stands and funnel shaped lid with flat
terminals.
The rock-cut tomb excavated in the Kozhikode and neighbourhood had
vielded four legged jars and globular vase. Similarly, the tombs at Feroke
(south Malabar), had interesting specimens such as pyriform Urns having six
claw like hooks inside the pottery; oblong sarcophagi with short legs, four legged
jars, ring stand and graffitti marks on the vessles. The granite dolmenoid cist
at Tiruvilvamala, District Thrissur is encountered with painted Black-and-red,
red and black ware potteries. Large pyriform Urns have been collected from
Kudaikkals in Kerala, while the Urns from Vaniamkulam, Vallanadu, had small
holes at the bottom of the Urns=.
The systamatic excavation conducted at Porkalam, District Thrissur, in the
Urn burials area Black-and-red ware, all black and red slipped potteries were
recovered. The typical pyriform Urns, four legged jars, lids, bowls, dishes,
globular vase, ring stand etc. have been eoncountered.
When we compare the material evidence of Mangadu with other megalithic sites in Deccan in general, and Kerala in particular, it is inferred that many
of the shapes available in Black-and-red, black and redwares at the latter sites
have a close resemblance to the former sites. The most striking point is the total
absence of four and t hree legged jars, lid with terminal rings, Russet-coated
painted pottery, and pottery with 'graffitti' marks at Mangadu burial site. The
unique representation of short stemmed cup (wine cup model) in Black-and-red
ware comparable to the Baluchistan, not frequently met with the Indian megalithic
context is available at this site. From the available material culture, it is not
impossible to say that megalithic site at Mangadu had many pre-megalithic
materials. As said earlier, the influence of megalithic tradition over the premegalithic culture (possibly the Neolithic-cha1colithic) can be seen at the
present site. This is well evidenced by the medium size jars probably meant for
infant burials, and the short stemmed cup, both are relatively sepaking about
chalcolithic tradition of the Deccan area. The charcoal sample collected in
one of the Urns in the middle level had given a C.-14 date of 900 BC. A few
more Urns are also available below this level and based on the evidences on
pottery typology and scientific dating the earliest occupation of the site may be
in the vicinity of 1000 B.C.
The date of c. 1000 B.C. to megalithic culture in South India, is quite
probable and acceptable one. The receritexcavations and researches on megalithic
culture and Megalithism, had proved beyond doubt the early dating to this
culture in South India. For, instance, the typical megalithic pottery Blackand-red ware is dated to 700 B.C. at Sengamedu, the C-14 date to Korkai is
c. 785 E.C, the excavation at Hallur (Karnataka) had proved the date of this
ware to c. 1000 B.C. The megalithic burials itself have been dated to C. 700
E.C. by N.R. Banerjee and to C. 900-800 B.C. by S.P. Gupta.
Chronologically
megalithism of South India is datable to c. 1000 B.C-A.D 300.
The site Mangadu has also proved the earlier dating C. 1000 B.C., based on
typology and scientific dating. In which case, it may be surmised that the
45.

For discussionSee Gurumurthy, S. Ceramic Traditions in SoUlhIndia, (University of Madras,
Madras, 1981) p. 213'
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megalithic folk originated in Kerala by c. 1000 B.C,slowly penetrated into other
parts of peninsular India especially to adjacent Tamil Nadu and contributed
many things to the megalithic culture of South India.
The general chronology
of the site is c. 1000 B.C-IOO B.C. the upper limit is based on the availability
of the etched carnelian beads.
The following select types are illustrated.
They include the Urn burials in
red ware, and the associated grave goods made of Black-and-red ware.
I.

Red ware-Huge and Medium size Urn burials (Fig 2-9)

1.

Urn, dull-red ware, globular profile, round base, wide mouth, thick outturned rim. Core is black, crackle surface, fired at low temperature.
The body portion contains four horizontal nail impression. design, Urn
No. 3.

2.

Rim portion of Urn, out-turned thick collared rim, core indicates uneven
surface, Urn No. 1.

3.

Rim portion of Urn, thick out-turned rim, Urn No. 2.

4.

Rim portion of Urn, globular profile, slightly vertical
sand particles, Urn No. 4.

5.

Rim portion of Urn, thick out-turned
slight groove at the body, Urn No. 5.

6.

Rim portion, out-turned rim with moulded edge, glazed on the exterior,
Urn No. 6.

7.

Rim portion, thick section, slightly straight edged rim, Urn No. 7.

8.

Rim portion of Urn, with glazing, thick lightly straight rim, Urn No. 8.

9.

Rim portion of Urn, rim with a central line or groove straight edged,
Urn No. 9.

10.

Rim portion of Urn, thick out-turned rim with sharp edge, Urn No. 10.

11.

Fragment of Urn, globular profile flat bottom with thumb impression
forming a loop on the body, wide mouth, glazing on the exterior, Urn
No. 12, noticed at the lowest level.

12.

Red ware medium size jar 'glazing on the exterior, globular profile, round
bottom, thin out-turned rim.

13.

Rim of medium size red ware jar, thin slightly outcurved vertical rim, '

14.

Rim of medium size red ware jar, outcurved vertical rim.

nm, clay with

rim with pointed edge, there is a

.

15.

Fragment of medium size red ware jar, glazed, globular profile
narrow mouth, thin out-turned rim, associated with the Urn No. 12, at
-the lowest level.
'

'16.·

Fragment of red ware Urn, decorated with single line nail impression
on the body.
'

17.

Fragment of Urn,' with two horizontal nail impression on the body.

18.

'Fragment of Urn, with three horizontal nail impression 'on the body.

19.

Fragment of Urn, rope design in three lines, forming into a gridle pattern.

20;

Fragment of Urn, with four lines nail impression

in cycle chain pattern.
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21.

Fragment of Urn, with four lines nail impression forming a loop pattern.

22.

Fragment of Urn, having four horizontal
nail impression forming a gridle pattern.

23.

Base of Urn, truncated base with flat bottom, graphic lines noticed at
the bottom, Urn No. 10.

24.

Base of Urn, globular profile, flat bottom.
11.

lines and three semicircular

Black-and-red ware

25.

Bowl, medium fabric, featureless rim, with a groove inside below the neck,
associated with Urn No. 6.

26.

Deep bowl, semicircular profile,
associated with Urn No. 2.

27.

Medium size shallow bowl; slightly tapering at the base forming a flat
bottom, featureless rim, associated with Urn No. 6.

28.

Vase, hemispherical profile, tapering base, featurelss rim, grooves on the
body portion, noticed inside the medium size red ware jar No..2A. .

29.

Deep bowl, globular
with Urn No. 1.

30.

Deep bowl, globular profile with flat bottom,
with Urn. No. 2.

31.

Stemmed cup (wine cup model), unique variety, cup has a semicirular
profile, the stem is attached to the cup itself, solid model, with a flat
bottom. Cup has a featureless very thin rim, associated with medium
size red ware jar No. 2C.

32.

Shallow bowl, hemispherical body, round base, featureless rim, associated
with medium size red ware jar No. 2C.

33.

Miniature pot, fragmentary,
thin out-turned rim with
associated with medium size red ware jar No. 2 C.

34.

Black-and-red. ware
Urn .. No. 3.

35.
to
41 .

Black-and-red. ware basins used as lids to the Urns. Coarse to
medium fabric, crackle surface, ill' fired, rims are carinated, everted,
straight, and some of them contain grooves below the rim and on .the
body.
.
.

slightly flat base, featureless rrm,

profile, round bottom, featureless rim associated

lid,

conical shape

with

featureless rim, associated

.

flat head

sharp

edge,

top covermg

>

42 .. Vase, medium fabric, slightly straight edged rim,' sagger base, groove
below the rim portion, associated with Urn- No. 6.
.43.
44.

Grey ware, top portion of sprinkler, pear shaped hole at the top with six
more on the body, noticed in layer 2.
.
Grey ware, neck of sprinkler, tubular shape, featureless out-turned
noticed in layer 2.
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7.

OTHER

A.

ANTIQUITIES
BEADS

The megailths at Mangadu yielded 30 carnelian beads among which 20
are etched.
The etched beads were found placed in the jar 4-A, with a distinguishable stratigraphy while the unetched carnelian beads were recovered in
association with Urn-2.
Etched carnelian beads have been recovered from megalithic burials near
Palakkad=,
Paravai,
District Madurai,
Sanganakallu,
District
Bellary
(Karnataka), Vellalur District Wayanadu, Porkalam"? and Manchads"
District
Thrissur, Billikambe Perunganad,
Niligiri hills=. With the available data
it
may not be possible to precisely date them, but their chronolgical range can be
determined by a comparative study. The circular beads Nos 16, 18 and 20 are
identical with 4, 10 and 3 of the beads reported from Maski 50. The design
No 3 in oblique strokes enclosed within two marginal lines, is similar to the design
found at Paravai, District Madurai and in turn it is comparable with a bead from
Sirkap, Taxila.
The design of cross appearing on No 19 is again analogous to
the beads available at Maski and Porkalam.
The dates generally accepted for
such beads appears to be in the neighbourhood of first century A. D.
Hence
placing them chronologically around the beginning of the christian era is plausible
and this may be the upper limit of Mangadu site.
In the collection only two types of beads are availble.
(i) Long barrel circular, 1-15 (etched) and 21-30 (un-etched)
(ii) Ciruclar tabular, 16-20.
Etched Carnelian Beads (Fig. 10, PI. 26)
I, Long barrel circular, etched in white with two single zigzag lines both
enclosed within
marginal lines.
2" Long barrel
cirular; etched in white with single zigzag line enclosed
within three marginal lines on either side.
3&4 Long barrel circular; etched in white with oblique strokes enclosed within
two marginal lines on either side.
5&6 Long barrel circular; etched in white with single zigzag line enclosed
within single marginal line on either side.
7&3 Fragmentary,
long. barrel circular; etched in white with a single zigzag
line enclosed within single marginal line on either side. .
,
9&10 Long barrel circular; etched in white with two zigzag lines.
11 . Long barrel
circular;
etched white with two parrallel zigzag design
more resembling 'v' shapped 'longitudinal strokes.
12. Long barrel circular; etched in white with double diamond.
P . Long barrel circular, etched jn wh'te w'th four Fnes.
14. Long barrel circular; etched in white with three lines.
15. Fragmentary,
long barrel circular; etched in white with single line.
16.
Circular tabular; etched in white with a white longitudinal short-making
at the centre and radially etched in white with 18 lines on both sides ..
17. Circular tabular etched in white with three oblique strokes within bands
on both sides.
Dikshit, M.G. Etched beads in India (Poor-a, 1949), P. 9
47. Thapar, B.K., Ibid, (1952), P. 12.
~ .. Indian Archaeology, A Review, 1974-7.5, P. 21
49. Dikshit,M:G.,Ibid.'·'
,.
,'.
50. Thapar, B. K., uu, (1952)
46.
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18.
19
20.

Circular tabular, etched in white with double squares on both sides.
Circular tabular.. etched in white with a cross.
Circular tabular, radially etched in white with twelve strokes on both
sides.
Carnelian Beads

'21 to 30.

Long barrel circular (plain).

B.

I~9N O~JI;CT~

Iron is one of the distinctive traits of megalithic monuments so far
excavated in the southern peninsular India. All of these, as already discussed
were found lying inside the Urns or placed near the Urns mostly at the bottom
level. Examples of them, lying near the body of the Urns are not wanting.
Iron objects occur abundantly in the excavated megalithic monuments of Adichanallur (Tirunelveli District), Nagarjunakonda, District Guntur, Yelleswaram,
District Dharwar, Sargana halluo, District Bellary, Kunnathur, Districtj Chingalpet
and Paiyampalli District North Arcot. In Kerala Region also there is hardly
any megalithic tomb without iron and typologically they fall into spears, swords
axes 51, swords, hatchets, tridents, tripods 52, dagger 53, hooks, nails 54.
Iron objects encountered at Mangadu chiefly consist of wedges, long cutting
knife, sickle, tanged knife and blades which are commonly appearing in megalithic monuments. Neverthless the conspicuous absence of war weapons like spears,
tridents, horse-bit etc, is significant. The occurrence of large number of agricultural implements and the location of the monuments overlooking arable land show
that the builders of these megaliths were primarily agriculturists.
The number
of objects and their types in each Urn were as follows (Fig 11 and 12, PI. 27-28):1. Wedge with a oblong section (below Urn 4).
2
Wedge WIth a roughly rectangular section (near Urn 12)
3. Long cutting knife with a oblong section and handle roughly rectangle in
section (near Urn 12).
4. Sickle with a oblong section (near Urn 8).
5. Tanged knife with a oblong section (near Urn 5).
6. Indeterminate
object, probably used as blade with a oblong "section
(inside Urn 4).
'7. Indeterminate object probably used as blade with a oblong section
(inside Urn 5).
8. Indeterminate object probably used as blade with a oblong section
(inside Urn 5).
9. Indeterminate object probably used as blade found broken in 4 pieces,
with a oblong section (near Urn 9)
10. Indeterminate object probably used as blade with a oblong' section
(placed' below Urn 6)
11. Indeterminate object probably used as blade found broken in 3 pieces
with a oblong section (near Urn 2)
12. Part oftanged knife broken into 3 pieces with a oblong section (near Urn 7)
13. Indeterminate object broken into 2 pieces oblong section (near Urn 2).
14. Indeterminate object broken into 2 pieces probably used as blade with a
oblong section (near Urn 2).
15. Part of a blade (broken) with a oblong section.
16A. Knife with a hook at the bottom with a oblong section (inside Urn 4)
B.
-doIt may be stated here in retrospect, that iron implements here may not
represent new types of objects, but would be within the homogeneity of iron-age,
culture of peninsular India.
However, as discussed elsewhere, the presence of
slags in association with these objects suggests local manufacture.
51.
52.
53.
,54.

Babington, T, TLSB, Vol. 3 (1823), P.P. 324-40
Rea Alexander, Pre-historic caves at Peringulam, ARAS. M.C. (1910-11) P.P. 10-13
Poduval Vasudeva, ARD (Travancore 1938), P. 11
JAR,

1974-75, P. 21

8.

RESULTS OF RADIOCARBON DATING
G: Rajagopalan

Assistant Director, Birbal Sahni Institute of 'alaeo Botany, Lucknow
: Jar No VI. 95 Cm.
BS-958
11/10/91
Charcoal
Treated
with 1% HCL, 1.5%
NaOH, 1% HCL for one hour each.
respectively at 95 x C. Neutr
alised and dried at 95 xC.

Sample No & Depth given by Submitter:
BSIP No.
Date of processing
Material
Pretreatment

Method of C02 preparation
Age of the sample based on the value

BY DRY COMBUSTION.
2890 ±70 Y.B.P.
(2890±70
years Before Present)

Remarks

Nil.
RESULTS OF RADIOCARBON

DATING

SAMPLE No. & Depth given by Submitter : Jar No. x 95 CNI.
BSIP No
: BS-957
Date of processing
: 10/10/91.
Material
Charcoal
Pretreatment'
Treated with 1% HCL, 1.50/0;.
NaOH, 1% HCL for one hour each.
respectively at 95 xC.
Neutralised and dried at 95 xC.
Method of C02 preparation
: BY DRY COMBUSTION.
: 2850 90± y.B.P. (2850±9G
Age of the sample based on the value:
of halflife (5730 40 yrs)
Years B.P)
Remarks
: Nil

_.

,
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9.

RESULTS

OF THE EXCAVATION

The scope of the excavation, as indicated in the beginning of this report
was two fold viz (i) to probe thoroughly into the culture complex of a
megalithic site in the vicinity of western coast (ii) to find the chronology of the
Iron Age in Kerala, in order to trace the route through which iron was introduced in South India.
Before summing up the results of the excavation at Mangadu in the light
of the above problems, it is necessary to give a sketch of the life of megalithic
builders of Mangadu, as revealed from the material evidences. In the absence
of discovery of any habitational site eo-related to the megalithic site, it may
not be possible to conjecture all the aspects of their life.
The megalithic builders of Mangadu
were primarily agriculturists, as
evidencedby the location of the site overlooking the Ashtamudi Lake one of the
big''estuarine lakes ofKerala.
They cultivated the arable lands in the banks of the
lake, which is attested by the recovery of iron implements like sickle, long
cutting knife, and tanged knife. Presence of iron slags in the burial indicates
their knowldge of iron metallurgy.
The conspicuous absence of weapons like
trident, horse bit, spear head records their life oftranquility.
The pottery as at other early iron age sites, is generally hand made.
While the big jars were hand made, small and miniature potteries were slow
wheel turned. The vessels include globular pots, bowls, vases and stemmed cup.
The big Urns are coarse dull red ware, while the lids, miniature pots and
associated wares are Black-and-red ware. The fabric of the Urns show a
striking similarity with the wares and shapes of the ceramics of Hallur. They
are astonishingly different from the materials recovered from the cists and
Rock-cut-tombs ofKerala.
Evidences of charred bones and charcoal in the Urns indicate that they
practiced post cremation fragmentary burials only. The repeated use of the
megalithic tomb for roughly a period of 900 years proves their faith and sanctity
attached to the site. Leaving the valuables in the Urns, like carnelian beads,
shows clearly the belief of the people in the life after death. The small Urns with
associated small vessels may indicate. that Urns were laid for children also
after death. No uniform pattern of disposing the human relics was observed
in these Urns. Thus, Mangadu megaliths had apparent homogenity with other
megaliths of peninsular India, but had left evidences of many incipient elements.
This is also corraborated with C-14 dating. In fine, consideration of Mangadu
as 'first arrival' zone of megalithism in South India is attested in the excavation.
However, this requires to be substantiated by more archaeological.exploration
works in the regions of coastal area in Kerala.
Secondly, it is significant to note that the Black-and-red ware with white
painting is conspicous1y absent at Mangadu which appears in Districts Madurai
and Tirunelveli in association with megalithic ceramics. It has already been
established that this variety developed independently around the early centuries
of Christian era 55.
This suggests that introducers of iron and megaliths to
South India during the beginning of 1st millennium B.C were the people who
erected the stone circles for keeping the Urns and other types of megaliths like
dolmenoid cist etc., were introduced at a later stage. By that time' Kerala
megalithic builders had also developed their own independent type of tombs
like Rock-cut tomb etc.

•
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Finally, the chronology of the introduction of iron in south India
established in the excavation.
Untill recently, though the megalithic tombs
south India produced earliest evidences of iron in India, the dates ascribed
them are only to circa 300 B.C. 56. However, Banerjee has revised the date
introduction of iron in south India around circa 700. B.C 57

isof
to
or-

Recent
discoveries in the north have shown that the use of iron was
known much earlier. Iron has been associated with the users of painted
Grey-ware, as known from the sites of Hastinapura, Alamgirpur, Kausambi and
Ujjain.
Examining all the then available evidences Banerjee dated the early
occurence of iron in north India to about 800 B.C, and traced its movement from
north to south 58.
This will have to be reconsidered in the light of the radio-carbon determinations at Mangadu, wich has attesfed the knowledge of iron metallurgy
in Kerala coast around circa 1000 B.C. It is not impossible to conclude that iron
metallurgy was introduced to south through Kerala coastal sites independent of
any north to south movement.

55.

Narasimhaih,

56.
57.

Wneeier, R.E.M Early India and Pakishan,
Banerfee, Ibid (1965), P. 66.

ibid, (1980) P.66

51.

Ibiil

(London 1959, P. 163.
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ApPENDIX-I
A List Megalithic Monuments

Site

District

(1)
Kottur

(2)
Thiruvananthapuram

Explored/Excavated

Type of
monument
(3)

in Kerala

Materials
reported

Remarks

(4)

(5)

Urn Burial

Megalithic jar

Explored by Department
Archaeology, Kerala,
November 1991.

Joseph, TK, Kerala Society.
papers Vol
I
1928-30,
p.53.

of

Pirappancode

do.

Cist Burial

Small pots,
iron sword
and spear

Pulimath

do.

Dolmcn

Seven Dolmens.
Bronze bell, iron
spear head, five
small pots and
burial urns with
4' height

do.

do.

Urn Burial

Megalithic
burial jars

Sreekaryam

do.

Urn Burial :

do.

IAR(Indian
Archaeology,
A Review) 1967-68, P.66.

Vellaikkadavu

do.

Urn Burial

do.

Explored by Dept. of Arc-.
haeology, Kerala, Jan 1992.

Venjaramoodu
Anjirandil

do.
Kollam

Urn Burial
Menhir

do.
do.
Three Menhirs Explored by Dept. of Arc. haeo1ogy, Kerala
during
the months of April-May 91.

do.

Capstone

Granite
capstone

Chittayam
Kadavoor
Mangadu

do.
do.
do.

Menhir
Menhir
Stone circle
Urn burial

do.
do.
Excavated by Dept. of Archaeology,
Kerala during
the months of April-May 91.

Panayam

do.

Menhir

Explored by Dept. of Archaeology
Kerala
during
the months of April-May
1991.

do.

Pavitreswaram

Perinadu
Puliyur
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Kollam

Menhir

do.
Alappuzha

Menhir
Cist burial

do. pp. 52-56.

do-p.53.

do.

Explored by Dept. of Archaeology, Kerala during the
months of April-May '91.
do.
Collected six
Excavated by Dept. of ArcPieces
of
haeology, during May 1991
broken gold
ornaments, iron
blades and a
piece of shaped
copper (p1.29&30)
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Cardamom Hills

(4)

(3)

(2)

(1)

Pathanamthitta

(5)

Dolmen with
port hole

Krishna Iyer, LA. Quarterly
journal of Mythic Society,
(1929-30)

Kadukuthi

do.

Dolmen with
capstone

Krishna Iyer, L.A.Q.J.M.S.
Vo120 (1929-30) pp 115126.

Koduman
do.
Poothankara

do.
do.
do.

Cairn circle
Cist
Dolmenoid
Cist

IAR 1961-62,
p.21.
IAR 1961-62, P. 21
Protected
monument of
Dept.
of Archaeology,
Kera1a.

do.
do.

do.
do.

Cairn circles
Burrows

Mulanthuruthi
Thondannur

-

Ernaku1am
do.

Dolmen
Multichambered Rock
cut cave

IAR 1977-78, p.30
Obtained 16
IAR 1977-78, p.30
for legged
jars & iron sword

do.
Kottayam
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Menhir
Menhir
cairn circle

Granite Menhir

Tripunithura
Athirampuzha
do.
Kallar
do.
Kainakari
Kuravi1angad
Mannamkandam

do.
Idukki

Tirunakkara
Alappara

do.

Anjanad valley

Bison valley

do.
do.

Idukki

Cist burial
Urn burial
Dolmens
Dolmen
Dolmenoid
cist
Menhir
Menhir

Dolmens

Menhir

Ancient India No 5, p. 39
IAR 1963-64, p.13
IAR 1963-64.
IAR 1965-66, p.21
IAR 1965-66, p.21.
IAR 1963-64, p. 13
IAR 1963-64, P. 13
IAR 1965-66, p.21

IAR 1963-64, P 13
Below the men- Excavated. Ad. Report of
hir at the
Dept. of Archaeology
depth of 5'
Trivancore 1939.
found a burial
40, p.14-17.
urn, smaller than
normal,
Also obtained
black slipped pot
Black-and red
conical bowl
with a truncated
bottom
Fifty Dolemns

Ad. Report of Dept
Arch. Travancore ,
1939-40, p. 14-17.

Below the Menhir at
a depth of 4' found a
burial urn with a
capstone.

of

Ad. Report, Dept. of
1939-40
Archaeology,
pp. 14-17, Excavated.

Bodimettu

-do-

Do1mens with
capstone

Ad. Report, Dept. of
Archeao1ogy, 1938-39,
pp. 8-9.

Chakkimedu

-do-

Do1mens

IAR

1977-78, p.

30.

IAR

1982-83, p.

36.

IAR

1977-78, p.> 30.

Chi nnakana1

do.

Menhir

Idamalayar

do.

Dolmens

18 Menhirs

•
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(1)
Kaccanpara

(3)

(2)

Menhir

do.

(5)

(4)
Menhir with fragmentary
inscription

Ang1age. A, and New
ton, L.Y, M.A.S.I.
No. 36, 1928, pp. 1-18.
IAR 1977-78, p. 30
IAR 1977-78, p. 30
Ad. Report, Dept. of
Archaeology, 1933-34.

Karnamuzhi
Koorkuzhi
Marayur

do.
do.
do.

Menhir
Dolmen
Dolmen

Meppara
Mookanpara

do.
do.

IAR
IAR

Muthukad

do.

Do1men & Menhir
Menhir
10 Menhirs in one
alignment
Dolmen with
capstone

Urn Burial
Urn Burial

IAR
IAR

Pampadumpara
Pannivayakkara
Periakanal

do.
do.
Idukki

Dolmen

Pottankolu

do.

Pupparakutty
Santhanpara
Surianallur
Thudathur
Vandipperiyar

Idukki
do.
do.
do.
do.

Vellappara

do.

Dolmen & Menhirs

AIur
Ariyannoor

Thrissur
do.

Urn burial
Umbrella stone
(Kudakkal)

Cheramangad

do.

Umbrella stone

ChoondaI
Chovvannur

do.
do.

Rock cut cave
Rock cut cave

21/1958/MC.-(a)

Twenty Menhir

Ad. Report.
Archaeology,
p.3-9.

Dept.

of

1938-39,

1964-65, p. 2.
1964-65, P. 21

Iron sword, fragments Excavated. Ad. Report
of Dept" of Archaeoof iron dagger, cupshaped
bowl,
bowl logy, 1938-39, p.ll.
with slightly painted
bottom, one pot with flat
and narrow bottom and
mouth, a conical shaped
pot, a vase with a flat
potstand

Menhir

Menhir
Urn burial
Menhir
Dolmens
Cairn circle and
Do1menoid cist
with capstone

1981-82, p. 27.
1981-82, p. 27,

Anglage, A and Newton LY, M.A.S.I.,
No. 36, 1928, pp. 1-18

Obtained two burial
urns, one small, one
big. The bigger urn
had the ring chain
decoration with parallel
symmetrical ends

do. pp. 1-18
IAR 1964-65, p. 21
IAR 1982-83, p. 36
IAR 1977-78, p. 30·
Ad. Report, Dept. of
Archaeology,
1936-37,
pp. 7-10.

IAR 1981-82, p. 27

..

JAR 1966-67, p.17
Protected
mounment,
of A.S.l. IAR 1957-58
p. 92.
Protected monument
of ASI Excavated 1990
(See Aapendix V)
IAR 1963-64, p. 86
Sharma Y.D, PISCA
1941, p. 92, Age of
Rock cut caves in
Cochin.
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(1)

(2)

Edakkulathur
Elanad
Eranallur
Eyyal
Kakkad
Kandanasseri
do.
Karalam
Kanimangalam
Karunathara

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Kodarunnur
Kondazi
Kottanallur
Kuttoor

do.
do.
do.
do.

Machad

Thrissur

(3)

(4)

(5)

Urn burial
Urn burial
Urn burial
Rock cut cave
Urn burial
Urn burial
Umbrella stone
Urn burial
Urn burial
Pyriform burial jar
Dolmenoid cist
without port hole
and urn burial
Menhir
Urn burial
Menhir
Menhir

Cist and urn
burial

IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR

1967-68,
1972-73,
1967-68,
1959-60,
1957-58,
1957-58,
1955-56,
1966-67,
1967-68,
1968-69,

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

23.
14.
23.
105.
92.
92.
44.
17.
66.
10.

IAR 1966-67, p. 17.
IAR 1972-73, p. 14
IAR 1966-67, p. 17.
Protected monument
of Dept. of Archeology
Kerala.

Pottery: Black-and-red
ware, redware, and black
ware, iron objects like
dagger, two hooks, two
nails. Also obtained
179 beads, out of these
121 are etched. The
beads are made of agate,
carnelian felspar, jasper
and crystal.

Excavated by Sri.
K.M. George, under
the supervision of Prof.
R.N. Mehta of the
MS University Baroda.
IAR
1974-75, p. 21.
~

IAR 1967-68, p. 66.
Annual Report of the
Dept. of Archeology
eo chin State, 1946-47
IAR 1967-68, p. 23.
IAR 1966-67, p. 17
IAR 1967-68, p. 23.
Ad. Report of Dept. of
Archaeology, Travancore 1933-34, p. 3.

Mangadu
Mulankunnathukavu

do.
do.

Rock cut cave
Dolmen withcaptsone

Mullassery
Nadathara
Nattika
Panjapalliparambu

do.
do.
do.
do.

Rock cut cave
Urn burial
Urn burial
Urn burial

Pazhayannur
Parappukkara
Porattussery

do.
do.
do.

Urn burial
Urn burai1
Urn burial

Porkalam

do.

Puzhakkal

Trissur

Excavated
by BK
Carim circle with Pyriform burial jar,
Thapper in 1948.
cap stone
four legged vases,
Ancient India No. 8
black-and-red ware
1952, pp. 1-16.
potteries, black ware
potteries, red slipped
ware iron implements.
Also obtained 48 carnelian
beads, out of these 41
are etched-carnelian
beads.
Protected monument
Menhir
of Department of
Archaeology, Kera1a.

Vadakkethara

Trissur

Varandarappalli
Venkitangu
Alanallur
Anakkatty

do.
do.
Palakkad
do.

do.

IAR 1974-75, p. 21
IAR 1966-67, p. 17.
IAR 1966-67, P.17

Dolmenoid cist with
out port hole
Multiple Dolmens
Menhir

IAR 1968-69, p. 10.

Hood stone
Menhir

IAR 1968-69, p. 10.
IAR 1979-80, p. 34.

IAR 1966-67, p. 17..
IAR 1967-68, p. 23.
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--,~-..
(1)

(3)

(2)

(4)

(5)

---Edappal
E1ambulassery

do.
do.

Cist burial
Rock-cut cave
circular in plan

Elavanchery
Kongad
Kornapara
Kottathara
Kumaramputhur
Manjalur
Pallassana

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Do1men
Dolmen
Urn burial
Menhir
Urn burial
.Dolmen
Dolmen

Thiruvilvama1a

Vadakarapatti
Vaniyampara
Velline zhi
Ungallur
Kalady
Kalikkadavu:
Karulayil
Kottilangadi
Chataparamba

Feroke

Kodassery
Kokallur
Malaparamba

. Palakkad Cirst burial
with capstone

do.
do.
do.
do.
Malappuram
do.
do.
do.
Kozhikode.

Kozhikode.

do.
do.
do.

Black-and-red ware
with globular profile
and rounded base

40 Menhirs

Obtained
red-painted
pots-herds and two bowls
along with unpainted
red-ware sherds, black
ware highly corroded
piece of a bronze bowl.

IAR 1968-69, p. 10.
IAR 1967-68, p. 66.

IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR

1978-79, p. 10.
1978-79 p. 10.
1972-73, p. 14.
1979-80, p. 34.
1972-73, p. 14.
1978-79, p. 10.
1978-79, p. 10.

Govinda Menon 0,
'Man,Vol 37, No. 179
1937, pp. 144-146.
"Red painted pottery
from Cochin State'.

Dolmen
Rock cut cave
Rock cut cave
Capstone (Topikal)

IAR
IAR
IAR
IAR

Rock cut cave

IAR 1974-75, p. 69.

Rock cut cave
Menhir(G ranite)
Rock cut cave
Rock cut cave
withcapstone and
umbrella stone
(Kudaikal)

IAR 1974..;.'75,p. 69.
IAR 1980-81, p. 31.
IAR 1980-81, p. 31.
Excavated.

Rock cut cave

Rock cut Cave
Rock cut Cave
Rock cut Cave'

The pit was provied
with a door connecting
another pit containing
gravegoods. The door
was closed with a slab.
Inside was the burial urn
4 ft diametre.
The pottery included
four legged jars.shallow
dishes,oilvessels,ringstands
etc. The iron objects
included spears,swords,
knives,
axes etc.
Onepot contained beads
of etched carnelian and
consisted of bioconical,
convex, barrel shapped
and disc beads.
Yielded pyriform urns,
ring stands, conical lids,
black-polished
ware,
four legged jars, iron
objects
included
a
dagger, sevarl other
small pieces.

1978-79;
1968-69,
1968-69,
1968-69,

p.
p.
p.
p.

10.
10.
10.
10.

Babington], TLSB,
Vo13, 1823,pp. 324330.

.

Excavated.

A. Aiyappan,

QJ M

Vo123, 1933
pp. 299-314.
'Rock cut cave
tombs of Feroke,
South Malabar'.

IAR 1977-78, p. 30.
do.
Obtained about 25pots, Excavated.
mostly of pitchers, pot Longhurst, A.H,
types included conical A RA S I 1911-12,
sizedjars,fourlegedjars,
pp. 159-160.
ring stands etc. Red ware 'Rock cut tomb
was predominant. Black near Calicut'.
and red
ware
also
Obtained.

S
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(1)

(2)

(3)

Meppayur
Muthurnacha
Nagaparambu

do.
do.
do.

Rock cut Cave
Rock cut Cave
Rock cut Cave

Neelaparamba

do.

Rock cut Cave

Panniyannur
Pazhukkaliparamba

do.
do.

Rock cut Cave
Rock cut Cave

Thondanur

do.

Rock cut Cave

Tripprangode

Urath near
Kuttiady
Velur
Kandathamvayil

Kozhikode Rock-cut-cave

do.
do.
Wynad

IAR 1959-60, p. 68.
Collected black and red IAR 1964-65, p.73.
ware
Yielded iron trident, a Babingron, J, T L S B
a tripod, a lamp and a Vo13, 1823,
pp. 324-330.
large urn.
Pottery finds included
small pots of different
sizes.globu1arpots, vases,
three legged jars,bowls,
dishes and ringstands.

IAR 1959-60, p. 68.
Khan HH, ARASI,
1936-37, pp. 61-62
'Excavation in
Southern Circle'.
IAR 1977-78, p. 30.

Vessels of the typical
megalithic black and
red ware

Dolmen
Dolmen
Urn burial

(5)

(4)

IAR 1962-63,

pp. 68.

do

Obtained black and
red ware, black-gourd
shapped vessels, one
urn yielded a single
spherical bead.

IAR 1977-78, p. 30.
Excavated.
Cammiade, L A, 'Man'
Vol 30 No 135, 1930
pp-183-186.

Another urn yielded a
large number of carnelian beads, three of
them etched.

'Urn burials in Wynad
South India'.

Vaiytiri

do.

Dolmen

One Urn yielded 8
small pots of red,
black and red ware
and in iron chisel.

Camrniade, L.A. Man
Vol. 30 No. 135, 1930
pp. 183-186.

Kaniyambatta

do.

Dolmen

Obtained pyriform
urns

Camrniade, L.A., Man
Vo!. 30 No. 135, 1930,
pp. 183-186.

Naduvil

Kannur

Panunda

do.

Dol men

Yielded an iron spear,
a small grinding
stone, a roller &
broken potteries.

Raghavan,
MD, -r»,
S.K. Aiyankar Comme
mmoration Volume,
1936, pp. 384-389.
'The Rock cut" caves of
Malabar'.

Perungalam

do.

Rock cut cave

Obtained iron implements consisted of
swords, hatchets,
tridents, tripods etc.
Pottery consisted of
four legged jars,
black-and-red ware,
coconut shaped vessels
etc.

Rea Alexander,
ARASMC,
1910-11,
pp. 10-13, Excavationpre-historic caves
at
Peringalam.

Rock cut cave

IAR 1961-62,

p. 98.
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(1)

(3)

(2)

Punnol

do.

Dolmen

Vattianalloor

do.

Dolmen

Pilikkode

Kasaragode

Rock cut cave
circular in plan

(4)

(5)

Yielded pottery conRaghavan M.D., 1936,
sisted of four legged
pp. 384-389.
jars, globular jars,
painted
in dull black
in geometric designs.
An iron tripod was
also found.
IAR
Obtained 4 numbers
of four legged jar, 5
numbers of black-andred ware bowls and
dishes; black ware lid
with handle and stand,
3 numbers of iron
-implements, long
bars and chisels.

1961-62,

p. 98.

Explored by Depat. of
Archaeology,
Kerala
. and
Archaeological
Survey ofIndia, Thiruvananthapuram, March
1992.
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ApPENDIX-II
CHART SHOWING THE DETAILS OF BONES OBTAINED FROM THE
MEGALITHIC SITE AT MANGADU, KOLLAM DISTRICT
Sl. Megalith
No.
.No

Location

Description

Depth

Disintegrated bone
55 cm
pieces obtained just
below the pot found
broken

1.

Meg-III

2.

Meg-I

Inside Urn 2(a)

Disintegrated bone
piecces obtained inside the Urn.

3.

Meg-I

Inside Urn 2(b)

Disintegrated bone
85 cm
pieces obtained inside
the
Urn

~.

Meg-II

Inside Urn 9

Disintegrated bone
90 cm
pieces obtained inside
the Urn

Remarks

Outside the orthostat.

70 cm

APPENDIX-Ill
CHART SHOWING THE DETAILS OF CARBON OBTAINED FROM THE
MEGALITHIC SITE AT MANGADU, KOLLAM DISTRICT
Sl. Megalith
No.
No

Location

Description
Depth
(Carbon-quantity in gms)

Remarks

1.

Meg-III

Inside the bottom
of the pot found
broken

10 gms

55 ern

Outside the Orthostat.

2.

Meg-II

Outside Urn No. 5

100gms

90 cm

Inside the pit in S.W.
side.

3.

Meg-I

Inside Urn No. 10

More than 100gms

95 cm

C-14 Dating-2850
±90 Y.B.P

4. Meg-II

Inside Urn No. 3(a) More than 50 gms

40 cm

5.

Meg-II

Inside Urn No. 7 (a) More than 20'gms

95 cm

6.

Meg-II

Inside Urn No. 9

More than 50 gms

90 cm

7.

Meg-II

Inside Urn No. 6

More than 100gms

95 cm

C-14 dating 2890
Y.B.P.
-4- 70
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ApPENDIX-IV
ANALYTICAL REPORT OF SLAG
Sri. G.S. Nair, Director [Geochemistry) GeologIcal. Survey
of India, 'I'hiruvananthapurarn
SAMPLE FROM THE

MEGALITHIC SITE, MANGADU, DIST-KOLLAM

Director, Dept. of Archaeology, Govt. of Kerala.·
Letter No. 3604/3/Chem/S/KRL/91
dated 18-12-1991 from G.S.I (K.C)

Name of Sender
RefNo.
PR No.

581/91
Percentage

Material

·Si02
AI20s
Fe20s
(Total iron as Fe20s)
'Ti02
CaO
MgO
Na 0
2

K20

-~O
.P20

MnO

19.45
12.62
66.50
0.76
0.57
0.27
0.14
Nil
0.75
0.02
0.07

Analysed by

.x.v,

Kunnathu,

'21/1958jMC.

N. Rajasekharan

& N.S. Nair
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ApPENDIX-V

CHERAMANGADU,

1989-90

Results of Excavation of different types of Megalithic Monuments
St.

Type of Monument

Description

Funerary findings

Other Antiquine Remarks

No.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

1 (a)

Stone circle

Urn burial with
Urn Jar is of red ware
granite
capstone
and associated with
with stone circle of three bowls kept one
laterite blocks
inside the other.. One
(1.55 mtr. dia)
shallow
dish. One
of the bowls observed
to be Russet coated
ware. The main Urn
had 'hooks' on inner
shoulder side.

Two iron
implements
kept near
the pot.

1 (b)

Stone circle

Irregular laterite
Vase and bowls of
builders forms stone Black-and-red ware.
circle and the Urn
is covered with cap
stone

One copper
bowl and
iron implements

Multiple Hoodstone

Eight slanting ortthostat form the
monument.

No burial remains

Urn burial without stone circle
but with cap stone

Urn jar containing
11 miniature pots

2

3 (a)

Urn burial

(6)

(5)

A few
bonepieces
havebeen encountered
insidethe Urn,

/
Bone
inside

pieces.
the-

UIll.

3 (b)

Urn burial

Urn burial with a
cap stone but
devoid of stone
circle

Urn jar is pyriform
decorated with nail
impression design
over shoulder. Associated with black
ware bowl, and
Black-and-red ware
sherds

4.

Topikalor
Hat stone

Laterite captsone
is resting over
-fourslanting laterite supporting
orthostats

Three pots were
unearthed

•
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